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The tenth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Princess Diaries series by Meg Cabot.It's

Mia's senior year, and things seem great. She aced her senior project, got accepted to her dream

college(s), and has her eighteenth birthday gala coming up . . . not to mention prom, graduation,

and Genovia's first-ever elections. What's not to love about her life? Well . . . everyone adores her

dreamy boyfriend, J.P., but Mia is not sure he's the one. Her first love, Michael, is back from Japan .

. . and back in her life. That senior project? It's a romance novel she secretly wrote, and no one

wants to publish it. And her father is losing in the Genovian pollsâ€”to Mia's loathsome cousin

RenÃ©!With not just Genovia's but her own future hanging in the balance, Mia's got some choices

to make. And what she decides might determine not just the next four years but . . . forever!Forever

Princess is the tenth book in the beloved, bestselling series that inspired the feature film starring

Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews. Beautifully repackaged in paperback, this title will appeal to new

readers as well as fans looking to update their collection.Â 
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What's a Princess to do?It's Mia's senior year, and things seem great. She aced her senior project,

got accepted to her dream college(s), and has her eighteenth birthday gala coming up . . . not to

mention prom, graduation, and Genovia's first-ever elections. What's not to love about her life? Well

. . . everyone adores her dreamy boyfriend, J.P., but Mia is not sure he's the one. Her first love,



Michael, is back from Japan . . . and back in her life. That senior project? It's a romance novel she

secretly wrote, and no one wants to publish it. And her father is losing in the Genovian pollsâ€”to

Mia's loathsome cousin RenÃ©!With not just Genovia's but her own future hanging in the balance,

Mia's got some choices to make. And what she decides might determine not just the next four years

but . . . forever!

Meg Cabot was born in Bloomington, Indiana. In addition to her adult contemporary fiction, she is

the author of the bestselling young adult fiction The Princess Diaries and The Mediator series. Over

25 million copies of her novels for children and adults have sold worldwide. Meg lives in Key West,

Florida, with her husband.

Ah the end, kind of... I know Meg Cabot has another book in this series but this was the original end

of the series and it only kind of felt like it. BUT I LOVED IT.Mia finally gets it together and does

things for herself. She determines what she wants after high school and goes for it and I am so

proud of her - is that weird to say about a character? oh well I am.In this final (kind of) installment,

we catch up with Mia in her senior year of high school, so a few years were skipped but in the book

the reasoning is good - she hasn't been keeping a journal so thus no Diary entries for us to read.

Instead she has been working on her senior project and just handling life. Mia decides that she is

going to become a writer no matter what and so her project is a romance novel and under a pen

name she sends it out to be published. Then there is her own romance with J.P., he seems like a

great choice, well until Michael comes back and pretty much sweeps her off her feet. So she has to

make a few life decisions and pick a college too. Even through all of her stress Mia handles

everything pretty well and it all falls into place as it should for a princess. This was a wonderful end

to Mia's high school diaries and I am very curious how the next book will pick up.

Keatyn Chronicles author Jillian Dodd posted on FB last week how much she loved this series, so I

bought it and read it over the weekend. Thanks, Jillian!! I love this New York world with commoners

and royals, as seen through the POV of Mia Thermopolis, age seventeen turning eighteen in this

book. This series finale, which takes place the spring of Mia's senior year, features senior prom,

finals, college acceptance letters and those choices, the wild west therapist Dr. Knutz and his horse

allegories, Grandmere tracking Mia down to the therapist's waiting room, a campaign for PM of

Genovia, a royal 18th birthday party, senior projects and. . .the return of Michael from Japan. I could

not put it down. I did try. My favorite line: "Hey, quit sniffing me a minute and lift up your head."



-Michael

Really enjoyed the conclusion of the YA books in this series. Mia grew a lot as a character, and

many of the plot lines that were introduced throughout the series were resolved with satisfaction by

the end, especially the relationships Mia had with the other characters.I did find the jump to this last

book a little jarring though, and while I really enjoyed it I almost felt as if there could have been

another book before this one and the last. Considering the fact Mia knew the Japanese princess, I

feel as if there could have been a book in which Mia visited Japan while Michael was there, and

when I reached the end of this book I realized that I was disappointed that never happened. For that

reason the book loses a star.Still, this has been a fun series and it wrapped up in a way that made

me happy as a reader, so if you haven't read this book yet in the series please do so!

High school is winding up, but what is a Princess to do? Should she go to one of the many

universities to which she (secretly) has been accepted? Should she "do it" with JP? (The answer is

no -- if you aren't mature enough to discuss the issue with your boyfriend, you aren't mature enough

to have sex.) And Michael is back in town and very available to her. Preparing for the next chapter

(sorry about the pun) in the Princess Mia saga, this book deals with a lot of issues facing young

women in their high school years.

I loved the princess diaries movies, so when I saw that there were books I knew I had to read them.

This series has everything one could need: a strong princess antagonist, romance, comedy and

encouraging messages about life. A must read for teenagers. The only think that I don't like about

this series is that it is now over Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â!

oh. my. i got the book yesterday, and i just couldn't put it down - i finished it in 4 hours.and i must

say: wow. this is AMAZING. meg cabot has done an AWESOME job.and to those who will say it's

cliche and predictable: whatever. of course "the princess diaries" has a target group. and did you

seriously expect mia would NOT get out of there with a happy ending - one she has worked for and

achieved herself, as i might mention.i have loved the whole series. not because it's so intellectually

challenging, or will change the world, or whatnot. but because it's funny, charming, and (*sigh*)

romantic. mia puts it quite well herself in "forever princess": books like that are supposed to make

you happy, to make you giggle, shriek and cry while reading, and they want you to leave them with

a sigh, a smile and a little tingling sensation in your stomach. not great literature, but boy was i



believing in the good things in life after having finished this. so what if its not realistic? so what if it's

a little cheesy? we all expected that. and yet we read these books. because our everyday life is

everyday enough, we just love to snuggle up on the couch with princess mia and some chocolate,

and escape to a world where there's tiaras and ball gowns and michael. : )i hope i didn't put in too

many spoilers : Pall i can say is: if you liked the rest of the series, you will NOT be disappointed, and

to those who are new to the princess diaries: if you're looking for a laugh-out-loud, incredibly

uplifting and smart teenage romance novel, this is for you. princess mia comes across as a mature,

independant girl and role model (i do NOT agree with the statement that the message of the book is

that you need a guy to be happy... if thats what you think, read it again!). she has finally grown up

(and yet manages to stay herself), she makes conscious decisions and also makes peace with the

world. this gives the book credibility and also lets you trust mia to be capable to manage her life

from now on. go thermopolis!and even though i almost cried about knowing this is the final book of

the series, i can definately say: this is a GREAT ending.love it.
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